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Abstract

Understanding procedural text requires tracking entities, actions and effects as
the narrative unfolds (often implicitly). We focus on the challenging real-world
problem of structured narrative extraction in the materials science domain, where
language is highly specialized and suitable annotated data is not publicly available.
We propose an approach, Text2Quest, where procedural text is interpreted as in-
structions for an interactive game. A reinforcement-learning agent completes the
game by understanding and executing the procedure correctly, in a text-based simu-
lated lab environment. The framework is intended to be more broadly applicable
to other domain-specific and data-scarce settings. We conclude with a discus-
sion of challenges and interesting potential extensions enabled by the agent-based
perspective.

1 Introduction

Understanding procedural text such as instructions and recipes is increasingly important, with
potential applications ranging from robots, conversational agents and AI assistants to domain-specific
extraction of structured knowledge from raw text. It requires the ability to track entities, relations
between them, and the changes in their states as they unfold throughout the text. For humans, this
common-sense reasoning task is trivial and often sub-conscious, yet it remains a highly challenging
task for today’s natural language understanding (NLU) algorithms (e.g., Lucy and Gauthier [2017],
Levy et al. [2017], Khot et al. [2018]). This ability is also closely related to causal reasoning and
language grounding (Mooney [2008]), the ability to connect words and phrases to perception of
objects and events in the world. As such, it is likely a key feature of intelligent agents in general.

In procedural text understanding, the objective is typically to take a textual passage describing a
sequence of events and extract an action graph from it. The action graph represents the core entities,
actions and relations in a structured form (see Fig. 1). The growing interest in this problem has
seen many recent works, with text-centric language modeling focused on syntax and surface labels
increasingly complemented by world-centric modeling which focuses on underlying entities, actions
and state changes (Bosselut et al. [2018]). Most efforts along this latter line of research utilize densely
annotated datasets to train deep learning models, which can limit their applicability, particularly for
domain-specific settings with technical language and complex semantics. Furthermore, the degree to
which language understanding can be achieved without grounding via interaction in real/simulated
environments remains an open question (Choi [2018]).
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Figure 1: Sample surface text (left) and possible corresponding action-graph (right) for typical
material synthesis procedure. Nodes are entities, edges are transition rules affecting them.

Another related line of work focusing on understanding language through simulation is based on
Sutton [1990], combining reinforcement learning with world models simulating user interaction
(Peng et al. [2018], Su et al. [2018]) for conversational agents. However, the application of these
approaches to our task is not straightforward (see Section 2).

In this work we focus on a challenging problem of action graph extraction from materials-science
papers. These papers often include natural-language descriptions of material synthesis procedures
(see example in Figure 1). Extracting action graphs of the synthesis procedures can help in the design
and discovery of novel materials (see Mysore et al. [2017]). In this setting, as in many real-world
scenarios, no annotated datasets are publicly available.

We propose to frame the problem of procedural text understanding as a text-based reinforcement-
learning (text-RL) task. Intuitively, we would like the text to be interpreted by the RL-agent
as instructions for an interactive game (or “quest”). The agent must complete the game by
understanding and executing the instructions correctly. Correct execution would directly yield the
desired action graph. To enable this, we propose a domain-specific world-model simulator which
generates synthetic quests as well as the appropriate text-based training environment for the agent.

The contributions of this work are as follows: We propose a reformulation of the problem of procedural
text comprehension as a text-based reinforcement learning task coupled with an underlying text-based
world model simulator for language grounding. We focus on a real-world problem of material
synthesis analysis, but the approach is intended to be more generally applicable. We propose a
novel approach to data curation and annotation, through use of a knowledge engine coupled with
structured text generation methods. This method is particularly suited for domain-specific settings
where manual dense annotation is scarce and costly, and is intended to improve “return of investment”
on annotation, both in terms of performance and scalability. We discuss limitations, potential
applications and interesting extensions of the framework suggested by the agent-based perspective.

We have developed prototype modules for basic game generation, which are publicly available
(https://github.com/ronentk/TextLabs) to encourage further research in this direction. While
there is a lot more work to be done, structured natural language generation (NLG) and text-RL games
are both attracting significant and growing interest, and we expect advances in these areas to directly
benefit future versions of the system.

2 Related Work

Action-graph extraction from procedural instructions: Early methods use entity/action segmen-
tation followed by probabilistic connection models (Kiddon et al. [2015], Mysore et al. [2017]).
Notably, recent work (Feng et al. [2018]) has applied deep-RL to the problem of extracting action-
graphs without assuming a pre-known set of actions. Closer to our approach are Bosselut et al. [2018],
Tandon et al. [2018], Das et al. [2018], all of which track entities and world state changes. Bosselut
et al. [2018] attempts to predict these using a kind of textual simulation, but without actually using
a simulation environment. Das et al. [2018] have recently shown that common-sense knowledge
can be learned end-to-end from the data. However, these methods all attempt to learn directly from
fine-grained annotated data, and therefore are of limited applicability to tasks where dense annotation
is costly and language could be highly technical and complex.
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A recent work (Yang et al. [2017]) addresses the task of action-graph extraction using text-based
games and gamification to obtain higher quality data, but still yields annotations linear in the amount
of annotators, and is limited to short sequences.

Dialogue Agents: This setting bears similarities to action-graph extraction, and has been predomi-
nantly approached through RL. Notably, recent work extending the Dyna-Q (DQ) framework (Sutton
[1990]) has incorporated a world-model based planning element, which is used to simulate the envi-
ronment and user experiences for augmentation of training (Peng et al. [2018], Su et al. [2018]). The
DQ success is encouraging for our modeling paradigm, as the general framework is similar in spirit
to our approach. However, they assume an abundance of annotated data and their texts are interactive,
having few long-term dependencies, making them more amenable to step-by-step processing. Their
texts are also relatively short and non-technical, making text generation significantly simpler.

Language Grounding and text-RL: Recent years have seen an increased interest in utilizing RL for
understanding text. Specifically, text-based games are being used as a sandbox environment to study
language grounding and understanding (Zahavy et al. [2018], Narasimhan [2017], Côté et al. [2018]).
To date, these works have not applied grounded text-based RL directly to real world problems.

Narrative Analysis: A long researched problem in the field of AI, a full survey is out of scope of
this work. Learning-based methods for computational narrative analysis originated in computational
literature studies such as Chambers and Jurafsky [2008], Elson et al. [2010].

3 Problem Formulation

While the motivation for this work is action-graph extraction, we frame the problem in more general
terms to include any text with a narrative structure.

Entities, Relations & Rules (E ,R,Λ): Assume two vocabularies, of entities E = {e1, ..., eN} and
relationsR = {r1, ..., rK}. A fact f is a grounded predicate of the form f = (h, r, t) , h, t ∈ E , r ∈
R (self loops allowed for single-entity facts). We define the set of valid world-states S, where a
state s ∈ S is a set of facts, and validity is decided by a world-model Λ defined using linear logic.
Λ is comprised of production rules (or transition rules) over entities and relations governing which
new facts can be produced from a given state. In our domain, entities may be devices, materials
or arguments such as temperature and pressure. Relations may include properties such as closed
and sealed, or in(material, container). A production rule is a state-affecting action or event such as
grind(material,mill), which changes the fact solid(material) into powder(material).

Narrative Sketch (K): Intuitively, a narrative conveys a consistent chronology of states and the
rules which brought about the transitions. Formally, let C be a sequence of valid world-states
{si}ni=0 and the transition rules {λi}ni=0 between them (applying λi to si results in si+1): C =
(s0, λ0, s1, λ1, ..., λn−1, sn). Narratives typically focus on salient entities and relations and how they
change over time. A narrative-sketch K as a sub-sequence of C (where a state s′i in K may also be a
subset of the corresponding state si in C). The focus of a sketch is generally on key transitions, with
many intermediate states, facts and transitions left implicit. In the specific setting of action-graph
extraction, a natural compact representation of K is in graph form, where entities are nodes and edges
are the transition rules affecting them. Henceforth we will refer to K as such a graph.

Surface (X): A surface is simply a text in natural language with an underlying narrative (roughly a
paragraph in our domain). The surface typically follows a roughly topological ordering of K induced
by the underlying dependencies. Clearly, multiple surfaces may exist for one narrative sketch.

Learning Task: Our objective is to learn a mapping Ψ : X → K. X can be seen as a noisy, possibly
lossy observation of K 2, encoded and “transmitted” by the narrator and “observed” by the audience.
We frame the problem as a reinforcement learning task. For an input surface X we learn a game G
and its initial state s0. The solution of G is the required narrative sketch K. The underlying game can
be modelled as a partially observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) G = (S,A, T,Ω, O,R, γ).

We refer the reader to Côté et al. [2018] for a detailed exposition, and focus here on mapping the
RL setting to our setting: S are states, A are actions, T are conditional state transition probabilities
derived from production rules Λ. Ω are observations, and O are conditional observations probabilities.
The environment is partially observable, with the agent observing the surface X at time t = 0.

2K may also be seen as a noisy compression of some ground-truth C, but in the scope of this work for
simplicity we assume K itself to be the ground truth.
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Figure 2: Left: Proposed solution architecture of Text2Quest. (a) Flow for training RL agent
on simulated games. (b) Flow for training Game Initializer to extract an initial game state from a
real-world surface. Right: Excerpt from an actual “material synthesis quest” generated by our system.

Additional textual descriptive information can easily be incorporated (see Section 6). R : S×A→ R
is the reward function. The reward can be derived from a sketch K. In addition to reward upon
reaching the final state, there could be intermediate rewards. γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.

4 Text2Quest: Proposed Solution Architecture

We now describe our solution architecture. Our system consists of six core modules (Figure 2):
A knowledge base containing the entity, action and rule vocabularies. This is used by the Surface
Generator (NLG) module and Sketch Generator module to generate corresponding pairs (X̃, K̃) of
synthetic surfaces and their underlying action graphs. These are used during train time for two
tasks: (a) Simulated games G̃ for training the RL-agent to extract K̃ from X̃; (b) Training a Game
Initializer module, which extracts an initial game state s0 from a surface (similar to an entity/relation
recognition task). This is used at test time to convert a real-world surface to a game instance G for
the text-RL agent. Finally, the TextWorld environment (Côté et al. [2018]) is used to run the games
and handle interaction with the agent.

Our framework is similar in spirit to the DQ framework (Sutton [1990]). For the sake of exposition,
we briefly point out the parallels. The knowledge base and environment correspond to the DQ
world model, the simulated synthesis quests correspond to the planning phase, with evaluation being
determined by the generated sketch which defines a winning policy. The text-RL agent handles the
narrative comprehension policy. In DQ, training consists of alternating real and simulated samples.
Our case is different in that real surfaces are not directly learned from, but first must be converted to
simulated world instances using the learned Game Initializer module.

We have implemented simple prototypes for our domain-specific Knowledge Base and Sketch
Generator. This involved extending the TextWorld knowledge base and underlying game interpreter
(written in the Inform7 language) to build a text-based “lab simulator”. In this environment, the
player can perform basic common actions on materials such as mixing and melting. For quest
generation, we used simple forward chaining and heuristic search strategies to create plausible quests
(for example, mixing all materials together). Combining these with a simple rule-based Surface
Generator already allows for creating small training game instances (see excerpt in Fig. 2, right).
Such games could become part of a curriculum towards more difficult material synthesis quests.
Future implementations will focus on more realistic text generation and a suitable text-RL agent for
actual sketch extraction, from progressively harder surfaces.
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5 Discussion

Extracting action graphs from long and complex surfaces is a challenging proposition, requiring
understanding implicit references and actions and remembering instructions over multiple steps. We
believe that RL can achieve success in this area, particularly through architectures designed for large,
partially observable state/action spaces, and training procedures such as curriculum learning (Zahavy
et al. [2018], Yang et al. [2017], Mitchell et al. [2018]).

A critical open question in our framework is whether the surface generator will be able to generate
surfaces representative enough to allow for generalization to real examples. Current NLG systems are
increasingly capable of structured text generation (Trisedya et al. [2018], Cao et al. [2017], Kiddon
et al. [2016], Mei et al. [2015]), and though current works produce relatively short surfaces, we
believe that coupling them with the generated sketches is a promising approach to scaling up to
longer sequences while maintaining coherence. Such systems also require supervision in the form
of fact-set/text pairs. Fortunately, this is a rather simple annotation task that can be automated to a
large degree through weakly-supervised NER/relation-extraction techniques. Paraphrase generation
methods could also prove useful, as well as learning discriminators to filter poorly generated surfaces
(Su et al. [2018]).

Notwithstanding the challenges, we believe the potential return on investment is worth the effort.
Standard crowd-sourced annotation approaches suffer from poor economies of scale (Roth [2017]),
where the amount of annotations is linear in the amount of annotators. Furthermore, while traditional
wisdom has it that annotation is easier than hand-crafting knowledge bases, we note that in this
setting, the gap between the two may be decreasing. In Bosselut et al. [2018] for example, the
fine-grained annotation schema is detailed enough to make codifying it into a knowledge base a
relatively straightforward task. We believe that in many cases, the core semantics of certain domains
may be compactly represented in knowledge bases, and grown organically as more detail is required.

6 Conclusions and Future Directions

Recent research suggests the need for complementing text-centric modeling with world-centric
understanding by simulation, and a growing sentiment is that a similar need exists in traditional
crowd-sourced data curation methods, which suffer from poor scalability. Motivated by these, we have
proposed Text2Quest, a novel approach for understanding of natural language procedural instructions
using text-based reinforcement learning coupled with a simulator combining symbolic knowledge
and learned structured text generation. This enables complementing word-level surface annotations
with “knowledge annotation”, which can potentially enable better performance and greater scalability.

We believe that beyond a baseline implementation, the proposed approach opens up multiple interest-
ing new directions for further research. First, many components in our framework can be learned
from data. Currently, vocabularies for entities, relations and rules E ,R,Λ are manually created.
This could be seen as either an online or primarily unsupervised preliminary step, as in Kim et al.
[2017]. Recent work Feng et al. [2018] has explored the possibility of using reinforcement learning to
directly identify actions from text. Similarly, we can learn the environment. Underlying the current
TextWorld environment is the Inform7 interpreter, which has extensive but hard-coded NLU capabil-
ities for understanding the agent commands. This could be enhanced with a learned environment
dynamics simulator as in Peng et al. [2018] to take into account language and environment variability.

Deeper reading comprehension capabilities require a combination of multiple “reasoning modes”,
including mental simulation for entailment, rote memorization, knowledge fusion from external
sources, mathematics, visual perception (e.g., for figures) and more. Recent works show a variety of
architectures to cope with the variety of capabilities needed (Luo et al. [2018], Yang and Mitchell
[2017], See et al. [2017], Sun et al. [2018]). An agent-based perspective can naturally fit these
capabilities under one learning model. We propose endowing the agent with internal cognitive
actions. Text-based games already offer an ’examine <entity>’ command. We propose more
sophisticated actions, such as external knowledge lookup, memory augmentation (a memorize
command), or look to trigger a visual understanding procedure.

Our framework is intended to be easy to adapt to different domains. A particularly interesting
application is domain-specific neural machine translation. This is a highly challenging setting as
data is scarce, precision can be crucial, and semantics are domain-specialized (Chu and Wang [2018]).
Utilizing the underlying graph representation as a kind of intermediate “universal representation” of
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entities and relations, multilingual Surface Generators could facilitate structured, domain-specific
machine translation.

Finally, we note that both the text-RL problem and the simulator can be gamified. Yang et al.
[2017] demonstrated that gamification can be effective in obtaining higher quality data for language
grounding.

In conclusion, we hope that the proposed framework will lead to the development of useful systems
for real-world narrative understanding, as well as other reading comprehension tasks.
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